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Over a long period of time, Baltic swords were subject to significant changes.
They underwent a long process of development from simple single-edged swords
shaped like a huge knife with a wooden  hilt to double-edged  patterned steel
specimens with luxurious hilts, inlaid with non-ferrous and precious metals. Be-
ing a prestige weapon, the sword was subject to continuous refinement and it
was in the production of swords that technological innovations and artistic achieve-
ments of weaponsmiths were first manifested. Swords therefore constitute a per-
fect reflection of the general tendencies of the development of arms of the Late
Iron Age and contribute to a better understanding thereof.

In contrast with other arms of close combat, the sword served not merely as
a weapon for close combat from the earliest times to Late Middle Ages, but also
as a symbol of power and domination. It is due to this reason that in the Baltic
lands swords are usually found in the burials of rich individuals as well as chief-
tains and warriors distinguished in action. They are not frequent finds in cemeter-
ies, and are seldom encountered in hoards, hillforts and settlements. The presence
of swords in graves was governed by the beliefs, religious perceptions and tradi-
tions of the European tribes and nations. The Balts followed these traditions as well.

Baltic weaponsmiths also made a significant contribution to the develop-
ment of European  swords which  is  revealed  in sword types  produced  in the
Baltic lands as well as their hilt decorations.

Modern archaeological research shows that the most widespread word types
in the eastern Baltic, e.g. antema/,  I ant/ Z (according to J. Petersen's classi-
fication) were local products, i.e. they represent an invention of local armourers.
As a matter of fact, local armourers also manufactured other sword-types. The
latter, though, were widespread all over Europe, while Baltic weaponsmiths took
over their hilt forms and successfully manufactured these swords to satisfy local
needs. Such sword-types as H, X, Y and M were also well known to the Baltic
warriors (Kazakevi6ius V.,1996).

The present article surveys one of the sword-types which reflects the inven-
tion of Baltic armourers, and reviews its origin, distribution and chronology.

Sword characterization and the Question of Terminology. These swords
are characterized by five-or even seven-lobed pommels and narrow, straight or
slightly down-turned  bronze cross-bars  (Fig.1). The swords are 96-99.5 cm
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Fig.1.  Curonian-type
sword         f rom
Apuoie,   skuo-
das  District.

long, with double-edged blades,
4 to 5.7 cm wide and usually nar-
rower than the "classical" blades
of various types widespread  in
Europe. They are lighter and have
narrow blades.

The decoration of hilt pom-
mels and  cross-bars  is  unique,
tracing  back to  local  traditions
and  is common  not only in  de-
cora-  tions of weapons but also
on ornaments. The decoration of
this  sword-type  can  be divided
into 2 groups: the first group has
circles with small crosses inside
(Fig.  2).  In  some cases,  one of
the cross-bars bears no decora-
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Fig. 2. Decoration motifs

on pommels and
cross-bars    of
sword hilts.

tion, e.g. the upper hilt cross-bar
V

on the sword from Zasinas, §ilale
District,  or  the  lower  cross-bar  on  the  sword  from
Gurkovi6iai,  Vileika  region,  Belorussia  (Fig.  3).  In  rare
cases the decoration  motifs are different.  A well-known
sword from Apuole, Skuodas District, for instance, had a
decoration of rows of small rhombuses (Fig. 4a), while the
sword from the Talsu Vilkumuiza lake, Talsu District, had a
hilt cross-bar decorated with double eyes (§turms 1936,
fig.  3:c).  A  different
decoration     was
found on sword hilts
from  Uzava  Silmal-
ciems, Venspils Dis-
trict  and  Anduliai,
Kretinga District, cre-
mation burial No. 18.
The  cross-bars  of
these swords are de+
corated with rows of
double meandering
lines (§turms 1936,

Fig. 4:a). In addition to that, the pommel of
Anduliai sword had a zoomorphic decora-
tion resembling the features of a human face
or an animal snout  (Fig. 5).  Parallel deco-
rations  have  been found  on  pommels  of
swords from  Uzava  Silmalciems  (§turms
1936,vfig. 4:a, c) and Kandava, Tukums Dis-
trict  (Sturms  1936,  fig.  7:b).  More diversi-
ties are visible on  a cross-bar detail from
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Fig. 3. Sword hilt from Gurkovjchi, Vileika
area, Belorussia.



Fig. 4. Sword  hilt of a stray from the  burial ground  of Apuole,  Skuodas district  (a),  and Zasinas,
§ilale district (b)

Kazdanga,  and  a well-preserved  hilt cross-bar of a sword from the  Piltenes
Pasilciems cemetery, found during excavations in 1895 by Vladimir Sizov. The
central part of the five-lobed pommel of the latter was decorated with two figure
eight shaped plaits on the sides, the upper cross-bar was straight and had a char-
acteristic motif of encirled crosses. The lower cross-bar resembles a truncated pyra-
mid the ends of the base of which have stylized heads of birds with eyes-perfora-
tions. The decoration is specific: it suggests an imitation of the plaited pattern with
inserted motifs of the above mentioned Curonian decoration. There are swords, hilt
cross-bars of which have no decorations whatsoever. These swords include a chance
find from Alsungas Kalnini, Kuldiga District (§turms 1936, fig. 5:a), the cemetery of
Pavirvyte-Gudai, Akmene District, grave 65 (Fig. 6) and Kovrovo (former Dollkeim,
Kr. Fischhausen), Zelenogradsk District (Mtlhlen 1975, table 13:2). A sword cross-
bar found by chance in zemai6iu Kalvarija had a decoration on only one side of the
cross-bar (Fig. 7). Special notice should be made of lower hilt cross-bars which
terminate with stylized bird heads with eyes. Such cross-bars belong to swords
from Kazdanga Roni,  Liepaja District,  Ranku  Kapenieki,  Kuldiga District,  Ivande
(Lielivande), Kuldiga District and Zasinas, §ilale District.
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Fig. 5. Sword  hilt  pieces  from  the  burial
ground of Anduliai, Kretinga District,
cremation grave 18.

Fig. 6.  Hilt  of  a  sword  found  at  the  burial
ground  of  Pavirvyte-Gudai,  Akmene
District,  grave 65.

Different names are given to swords of this type in archaeological studies.
In  his description of swords found on the Latvian coastline, for example, the
famousLatvianarchaeologistEduard§turmscallsthem"Curonian"(§turms1936,
p.109-112, fig. 3-5). A study prepared by a German archaeologist Bernt von zur
Mtlhlen before the war and published only in  1975,  labels these weapons as
Curlandian swords (Kurlandische Swertform) (Mt]hlen 8.,1975, p. 36). This name,
however, did not gain a general acceptance and aT]ussian archaeologist Anatolij
Kirpicnikov attributed the same sword-type to type-I,  a name that he himself
invented  (Kirpicnikov A.H.1966, p. 53, 84). His lead was followed by an Esto-
nian  weapons-researcher Mati  Mandel  (Mandel  M.1991,  p.120).  P.Volkaite-
Kulikauskiene did not single them out into a separate type at all and placed them
in type-T ovolkaite-Kulikauskiene P.1964, p.). I believe that these swords should
retain the Curonian (Kurische) name put forward by E.Sturms which would help
to avoid misunderstandings in calling the same sword-type by different names.

Investigations of the origin and development of these swords inevitably lead
to the consideration of type-T swords, which are doubtlessly genetically related
to the latter. Type-T swords represent one of the most frequent forms over the
eastern  Baltic  in  the  9th  12th  -centuries  (Jakobsson  M.1992,  map  p.  226;
Kazakevi6ius  V.1996,  p. 44-53,  fig.43).  These  were  products  of  Baltic
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weaponsmiths which were renowned not only in eastern Europe, but also reached
northern Europe when, were accepted and competed with the popular swords
of types M, X, Y and S.

Distribution, Chronology and Origin

Data on 64 swords of the Curonian type or parts thereof, which come from 40
find places in eastern Europe, are presently available (Fig. 8). These include 23
intact swords while other have survived only as blade fragments, hilt pommels,
cross-bars or their scorched pieces.

The majority of swords of the Curonian type have been found along the
coastline of Latvia and Lithuania which was the territory of the Curonian tribe.
They have the following geographical distribution: 26 come from Latvia, 20 have
been found in Lithuania, 3 in what was formely East Prussia (now the Kaliningrad
Plegion, of the Russian Federation) and 3 in Belorussia. Thus a total of 52 Curo-
nian-type swords are known in Baltic territory. The largest number of swords or
their parts found at a single cemetery, comes from the burial ground of Piltenes
Pasilciems, Venspils District, where five swords of this type were found.  Four
swords were retrieved from the bottom of lake Talsu Vilkumuizas. The great ma-
jority of swords were found in cemeteries. Only one sword pommel comes from
the Mezuotne hill fort in Bauskas District. In Lithuania, swords of this type have
been found in cemeteries as well. During the recent years, just after the burial
ground of Varsedziai 11 was found in §ilale
District, the collection of swords of thir type
was  complemented  by fragments  of 2
swords and 4 hilt pommels (Dakanis 8.,
§kimelis A.,1994,  p.147, fig.14)  (Fig. 9).
Two five-lobed pommels from swords of
this type have been found at the Grieze
cemetery, Mazeikiai District. Two Curonian-
type swords excavated at the burial ground
of Dollkeim, Kr.Fischhausen (now Kovrovo,
Zelenogradsk  District)  have five-lobed
pommels (Mdhlen 8.,1975, table 13:1,2).
Two swords of this type have been found
in Belorussia, at Gurkovi6i, Vileika parish
(Fig. 3),  one of which  is intact, while the
other survives only as a pommel and the
lower hilt cross-bar. Both are preserved in
the Lithuanian National Museum in Vilnius.

These swords can be dated by refer-
ence to a sword from the burial ground of
Pavirvyte-Gudai , Akmene District, cremation
grave 65, which was found along with a
helmet, harpoon, adze, pennanular brooch
with multangular knobs, 2 cruciform pins, a
knife  and  a  bronze  string  (Fig.10).  The
sword is dated to the llth century.

L ------ I        _I _J

Fig. 7. Sword hilt pieces from Zemai6iu Kal-
varija, Tel§iai  District.
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Fig. 8.  Distribution of the Curonian-type sword  in eastern  Europe.

A unique sword with a seven-lobed pommel, a straight upper and down-
turned lower hilt cross-bar, decorated with crosses in circles, as is characteristic
of the Curonians, was found  by chance in Zasinas  (fig. 4b). The ends of the
lower cross-bar are turned up and resemble bird heads with cavities for the eyes
ovaitkunskiene  L.1981,  table  LXXIII). Analogous and  similar  pieces  of sword
cross-bars have been found both in Lithuania and Latvia, Curonia, e.g. a stray
find from the burial ground of Ranku Kapenieki, Kuldiga District (§turms E.,1936,
fig.  7:1).  A close  parallel  is a cross-bar piece from  lvande  (Lielivande).  Finds
which show more differences include a cross-bar piece from Kazdanga, Liepaja
District, as well as a cross-bar of a well preserved sword found by Vladimir Sizov
at the burial groud of Piltenes Pasilciems  in  1895. The latter had a five-lobed
pommel, the sides of the central part of which were decorated with two figure
eight plaits, while the upper pommel was straight and had a characteristic deco-
ration of oblique crosses in circles. The profile of the lower cross-bar resembles
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Fig. 9. Swords found  by chance at the burial ground of Varsedziai,  §ilale District,  and their frag-
ments.

a truncated pyramid decorated with stylized bird heads with cavities for eyes at
its base. The decoration is exceptional. It implies an imitation of a foreign plaited
pattern with insertions of the Curonian motif described above and, according to
E.Sturms, testifies to the local origin of the weapon (§turms E., p.114).

A further set of grave goods which contributes to the dating of Curonian-type
swords was found at the burial ground of Durbe DTri, Liepaja District, at  multiple
burial pit 11, cremation grave 3. It yielded a sword folded and broken for ritual pur-
poses and a bronze chape, as well as a folded scythe, two scorched and disfigured
stirrups, a spur, type-M (according to J.Petersen) battle ere and a spearhead with a
triangular blade. The grave is dated to the 13th century (Stepin§ P.,1967, p. 16).

Swords of this type are seldom found outside the territories inhabited by the
Balts. The closest parallel comes from a Liv cemetery in Krimulda, Riga District,
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FIg.10. Grave gcods from burial No. 65, Pavirvyt6-Gudai, Akmene District.
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Latvia.  The  ends  of the  lower
cross-bar of a sword which was
found  there  had  holes with  two
rings threaded in, the purpose of
which remains unclear (RK 1896,
p. 77, table 24:2). A Curonian-type
sword was fished out of the Odra
river   between    Goclow   and
Szczecin in  Poland  (Sarnowska,
1955, p. 318-319) . The author cor-
rectly notes that this sword was
manufactured in the eastern Bal-

+HGft€NROHRS{.....:jDERZN

+HNRC   I       `     +    'vl

Fig. 11. Inscription on the blade of a sword found by
chance at the burial ground of Pavirvyte-Gudai ,
Akmene District

tic. Another cross-bar of a sword of this type was published by B.Posta (Sar-
nowska,1995, p. 318). Four swords of the type have been found in the Ukraine.
It is of interest to note that three of them come from the cultural layer of hillforts.
These include swords from Gorodishche and Verbiksna (both in Chmelnitsk re-
gion)  as well  as Krily,  Stanislavsk region. The circumstances surrounding the
find of one more sword from the former Poltava province in the Ukraine, are not
known. All these swords are dated to the 12th - 13th centuries (Kirpichnikov, 1966,
p. 53, 84). One sword also comes from Manuilovo, Leningrad region, Russia and
one from Rabavere, Piarnu District, Estonia (Mandel,1991, p.120, table XI:1 ). Other
finds which can be doubtlessly attributed to this sword-type include hilt cross-bars
and a pommel found at Paju, Kogula and Viltina (all in Kuresaare Distict, Estonia)
and Plaasiku, Harju District, Estonia (Mandel,1991, table XII:3, 4, 9.10).

On the basis of the close and direct connection between type-T and curoniah-
type swords as well as their distribution over the Baltic lands, we must dedure that
swords of the Curonian type were manufactured by Baltic weaponsmiths, with pro-
duction centres located in the territory of the Curonian tribes on the eastern coast of
the Baltic Sea.  In some cases they were produced, using imported blades with
bore inscriptions. On the basis of grave goods, the Curonian-type swords, found in
the territory of the Balts, should be attributed to the 11 th-13th centuries. The devel-
opment of these swords is a vivid manifestation of the skill of Baltic weaponsmiths
and their indefatigable endeavours to perfect their art.

Inscriptions on Sword Blades

Four blades of swords of the type bear inscriptions and marks. A chance find of
a sword blade from Alsungas Kalnini, Kuldigas District, has traces of an illegible
inscription. A fragment of an obscure inscription framed within a double cross
was found on a sword blade from the Piltenes Pasilciems cemetery. Both sides
of the  blade have engravings of an  analogous  inscription, the  letters of both
sides coincide. This is quite an unusual case in the history of weaponry (Kirpicnikov
1966, p. 284, fig.13:9,15:1). Another sword with an inscription of non-ferrous
metal was fished out from the bottom of the Talsu Vilkmuizas lake. Aleksis Anteins
deciphered the inscription as DICTVS  + and dated it to the 13th-14th century
(Anteins A.,1964, p. 83, 84). His assessment was supported by Donat Drboglav,
who attributed the said sword to the last quarter of the 13th century or the first
half of the 14th century (Drboglav D. A.,1984, p. 89, 90).
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I would like to present a more comprehensive analysis of the inscription of
a sword blade found accidentally at the cemetery of Pavirvyte-Gudai. The sword
is  especially well-preserved,  92 cm  long,  with  a double-edged  blade 4.7 cm
wide and a lower hilt cross-bar 9 cm long and  1.5 cm wide. The cross-bar is
decorated with a pattern characteristic of these swords, i.e. crosses in circles.
Neither the pommel nor the upper cross-bar have been preserved. The inscrip-
tion on one side of the blade consists of a Maltese cross, with its arms terminating
in small "V" shaped caps. The Latin letters HGEPOHPSNDEPN  (Fig.11) were
engraved on the cross towards the tip. The inscription does not end in letter N,
but is illegible beyond this. The other side of the blade has an engraving of an
identical cross and a very indistinct inscription. Only letters HNRG and traces of
some others can  be discerned. Albertas Lisanka has dated the sword to the
loth-12th century (Lisanka A.,1975, p.186-187, fig. 29).  Investigating this ins-
cription,  D.Drboglav read  it as follows:  N(omine)  re(demptoris)  n(ostri) a(lphe)
o(mege). N(omine) r(egis) s(alvatoris). N(omine) d(ei) e(terni) r(egis), t(er) n(omi-
ne). (ln the name of our Redeemer, the alpha and the omega. In the name of the
King, the Saviour. In the name of the thrice eternal Lord)  +  HERENAOHRSHD-
\ERIN + (Drboglav D.A.1984, p. 77-78). On the basis of the palaeographical analy-
sis of the inscription, he dates the sword to the end of the 12th century or beginning
of the 13th century. A number of other finds, which came to the museum together
with the sword, i.e. a bronze penannular brooch with thickened terminals, one haf-
ted harpoon-type, and one sash-like spearhead, 2 spearheads with narrow blades
and pronounced midribs, and an axe with a wide blade and a blunt end show
that the weapon must be attributed to no later than the 12th century. The blade of
the Pavirvyte-Gudai sword is doubtless imported, brought in from western Eu-
rope, whereas the hilt was manufactured and attached locally.

Conclusions

1. Swords which have different classifications in archaeological studies repre-
sent a product of Curonian weaponsmiths and should be referred to as the
"Curonian-type".

2. The genesis of these swords is closely associated with type-T swords (accor-
ding to J.Petersen), from which they actually developed.

3. Curonian swords were in use in the i lth -3th centuries and reflect the crafts-
manship and  artistic skills of Baltic weaponsmiths,  who had  mastered the
production of weapons perfectly.

Catalogue of Swords
1. (1 )*  . Alsungas Kalnini, Kuldiga District, stray find. LVM, V 4156. 85.2 long, width of the

blade 4.5 cm. The blade has traces of an inscription. Dated to the llth century.
References: §turms E.,1936, fig. 5:a

* The first figure in the catalogue denotes the current number while the one in brackets shows
the find place depicted on the map.
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2. Alsungas Kalnini,  KuldTga District, grave 32. LVM A11734:29. Scorched pieces of the
cross-bar preserved. Dated to the llth century.

3.  (2). Anduliai,  Kretinga District, grave  18.  KrKM.  Preserved pieces, the blade is 5 cm
wide. Dated to the llth century.

4.  (3). Apuole,  Skuodas District, stray find.  Lost during World War 11.  Dated to the llth
Century.

References: Nagevi6ius V„ 1935, p. 28, fig. on page 28; Volkaite-Kulikauskiene R„ 1964,
p. 208, 225;  1970, p.195.

5.  (4).  Durbes  DTri,  Liepaja  District,  grave  3  at fireplace  11.  The  Liepaja  Museum,  No.
13139. 99cm long, blade 4.8 cm wide. Dated to the llth-12th century.

References: Stepin§ P.,1967, fig. 7.
6. (5). Gintali§ke, plunge District, stray find. ZAM 22582. Preserved as piece of the porn-

mel. Dated to the 9th-12th century.
7. Gintali§ke,  Plunge District, stray find. ZAM 21704.  Piece of the cross-bar preserved.

Dated to the 11 th-12th century.
8.  Gintali§ke,  Plunge  District,  stray find.  ZAM  22631.  Two pieces of the cross-bar pre-

served.
9.  (6).  Gorodiskhe,  Khmelnitsky  District,  the  Ukraine.  Found  in  the  cultural  layer of a

hill fort. Preserved as a pommel and cross-bars. MKI St.Petersburg Division. Dated to
the 12th century -first half of the 13th century.

References:  Kirpicnikov A.N.1966, p. 84, 85.
10.  (7) Gotland, Sweden, ausidental find. Guard. Forusal,171. Dated to the llth -12th

Century.
11. (8). Grieze, Mazeikiai District, stray find. LNM, AR 185: 718. Preserved pommel. Dated

to the llth -12th century.
12. Grieze, Mazeikiai District, stray find. LNM, AR 185: 1112. Preserved pommel. Dated to

the llth-12th century.
13.  (9).  Gurkovichi, Vileika area,  Belarussia.  LNM, AR 249:39, 44.  2 pieces preserved,

91.9 cm long, the blade 4.3 cm wide. Dated to the llth century.
References: Antoniewicz W.,1930, fig.16;  Kirpicnikov A.N.1966, p. 84, 85.
14. Gurkovichi, Vileika area, Belarussia. LNM, AR 249:40, 41. Preserved as pommel and

the lower cross-bar. Dated to the llth century.
15.  (10). ivandes Strazdihi  (Lierfuandes  Muiza),  Kuldiga District.  LVM 732.  Piece of the

Ref:::::;bs?r§?::iesrvEe.d].9D3%t,eg.t]°]t4h,efj::t7h:;.12thcentury.
16. (11 ). Janki§kiai, Klaipeda District, stray find. Kept at PM until 1945. Dated to the 11 th-

12th century.
References:  Hoffmann J.,  1941, fig.  1 :a.
17. (12). Kandava, Tukums District, stray find. JNM-KPM 179-180. Preserved as pommel

and both cross-bars. Dated to the llth-12th century.
References: Aspelin J.R.1884, p. 387, No. 2095; §turms E.1936, fig. 7 b -d. Sammlung

1918-1938. Riga 1939, table 23:2, 3.
18. (13). Kazdangas Rohi (Radzihkalns), Liepaja District, LVM 13363. Preserved as piece

of cross-bar. Dated to the llth-12th century.
References: §turms E.1936, p.114, fig. 7:e.
19. (14). Kleinheide, Gurjevsk, grave 1. KIMM. Preserved as piece of the lower hilt cross-

bar. Dated to the 11 th century.
References:  Kulakov V.,1994,  p.116, fig. 5:1.
20.  (15). Kogula, Kuresare District, Saarema,  Estonia. Division of Archaeological Funds

at the  Estonian  Institute of History,  K 29:13,14.  Preserved  pommel  and  lower hilt
cross-bar. Dated to the 12th-13th century.

References:  Mandel,1991, p.120, table Xll:4, 6.
21.  (16),  Kovrovo  (former  Dollkeim,  Kr.  Fischhausen),  Zelenogradsk  District.  Unrecogni-

zable length, blade 5.4 cm wide. Kept at PM,11724 until 1945. Dated to the llth century.
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References:  Mdhlen 8.,1975, p.142, table 13:1.
22.  Kovrovo  (former Dollkeim,  Kr.Fischhausen), Zelenogradsk District.  Kept at PM  until

1945,11725. Unidentified length, blade 6 cm wide. Dated to the llth century.
Beferences:  Mtlhlen 8.,1975, p.142, table 13:2.
23. (17). Krilos, Stanislavskaja area, the Ukraine. From the cultural layer of a hillfort. Lvov

Museum of History, 25144. Preserved pommel. Dated to the 12th-13th century.
References:  Kirpicnikov A.H.1966,  p. 84, 85.
24. (18) . Krimulda, Piga District. From a barrow cemetery. Gelehrte Estnische Gesellschaft

in Dorpat. Length 101  cm, width of the blade 5 cm. Dated to the llth century.
References:  RK,1891, p. 77, table 24:2.
25. (19). Libagu Saraji, Talsu District, grave No. 39. LVM, A 12820:430, 431. 99.5 cm long,

the blade 5.7 cm wide. Dated to the 12th century.
26.  (20),  Manuilovo,  Leningrad  District,  Russian  Federation,  stray find.  Kuresaare  Mu-

seum in Estonia. Preserved as a 45 cm long piece, the blade 4 cm wide. Dated to the
12th-13th century.

Preferences:  Kirpicnikov A.N.1966,  p. 84, 85.
27.  (21 ). Medzes StrautTni, Liepaja District, trench 8, grave 1. LVM A 10791 :1.  Preserved

pommel. Dated to the 12th century.
28. (22). Mezotne, Bauskas District. Stray find. LVM, 31. Preserved hilt pommel. Dated to

the 11 th-12th century.
29. (23). Naugardukas, Gardinas District, Belarussia, from atown cultural layer. Hilt cross-

bar preserved. Dated to the 12th century.
Beferences:  Kirpicnikov A.N.1966,  p. 84, 85.
30.  (24)  Odra (between Goclow and Szczecin), from a river bottom.  State  Museum at

Szczecin, 3540.
References: Sarnowska W.1955, p.318.
31. (25). Paju, Kuresaare District, Saarema, Estonia. Division of Archaeological Funds at

the Estonian Institute of History, K 12:8. Lower hilt cross-bar preserved. Dated to the
12th-13th century.

References:  Mandel,1991,  p.120, table XIl:3.
32.  (26).  Pavirvyte-Gudai.  Akmene  District,  grave  65.  MM,  7561/A  1972.  95  cm  long,

blade 5.5 cm wide. Dated to the llth century.
F3eferences: Va§kevi6it]te I.,1989,  p. 60.
33. Pavirvyte-Gudai, Akmene District, stray find. LNM, AR 510:13. 92 cm long, the blade 4.7

cm wide. The blade has an illegible inscription and marks. Dated to the 12th century.
Pleferences:  Lisanka A.,1975, p.186-188.                                                               '
34.  (27).  Piltenes  Pasilciems,  Ventspils  District,  find  circumstances  unknown.  VE  (St.

Petersburg), 890/1089. 59.5 cm long piece, the blade 4.4 cm wide. Dated to the llth-
12th century.

Pleferences:  Kirpicnikov A.N.1966 a, fig.18:6.
35.  Piltenes  Pasilciems,  Ventspils  District,  unknown  find  circumstances.  VE  (St.

Petersburg), 890/1088. 34.5 cm long piece, the blade 5.2 cm wide. The blade bears
marks and remnants of an inscription. Dated to the llth-12th century.

References:  Kirpicnikov A.N.1966 a, fig  13:9,15:1.
36.  Piltenes  Pasilciems, Ventspils  District,  excavations  by V.Sizov.  Find  circumstances

unknown. VIM (Moscow), 35129. 70 cm long piece, the blade 4.6 cm wide. Dated to
the llth-12th century.

References:  Kirpicnikov A.N.,1966 a, fig.17:2.
37.  Piltenes Pasilciems, Ventspils District, find circumstances unknown.  LVM,  RLB 139.

84 cm long piece, the blade 4.2 cm wide. Dated to the llth-12th century.
38. Piltenes Pasilciems, Ventspils District, find circumstances unknown. LVM, KPM,1609.

71  cm long, blade 4.5 cm wide. Dated to the llth-12th century.
References: Sammlung 1918-1938, table 24:4.
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39. (28). Former Poltava province, Prussia, stray find. Kiev Historical museum 20769. 98
cm long, the blade 4.5 cm wide. The blade has inscription INICINl. Dated to the 12-
13th century.

References: Kirpicnikov A.N.1966, p. 84, 85.
40. (29). Raasiku, Kuresaare District, Saarema, Estonia. Division of Archaeological Funds

at the Estonian Institute of History, 3748; 81. The lower hilt pommel preserved. Dated
to the 12th-13th century.

References: Mandel,1991, p.120, table XIl:9.
41. (30). Rabavere, Piamu District, Estonia. Found at a cemetery. Tallinn State Museum of

History, A 13570. 98.8 cm long, the blade 4.7 cm wide. Dated to the 12th -13th century.
References: EE,1982, p. 396, fig. 252:5; Mandel M.1991, p.108,120, table Xl:1.
42. (31 ). Rahku Kapenieki, Kuldiga Disrtict., grave 17. LVM, A 7436:3. Preserved as porn-

mel and cross-bars. Dated to the 12th century.
References: §turms E.,1936, fig. 3:b; Paulsen P,1953, p.118, fig.164.
43. Pariku Kapenieki, Kuldiga District, LVM 7635:20. Preserved as cross-bar piece. Dated

to the llth-12th century.
References: §turms E.,1936, fig 7;f.
44. (32). Raunas Strante, Valka District, stray find. LVM (DM I 1754a). 89 cm long piece,

blade 4.9 cm long. Dated to the llth-12th century.
References: Aspelin J.R.,1884, p. 389, No. 2115; Engel C.,1933, p. 67, fig. 8:20; §turms

E.1936, fig. 5:b.
45. (33). Sargenai, Kaunas. Comes from a hoard. VDKM,1590: 831. Preserved hilt porn-

mel. Dated to the llth-12th century.
References: Volkaite-Kulikauskiene P.,1964, p. 225.
46.  (34).  Lake Talsu Vilkumuizas,  Talsu  District.  LVM, A.  8527:4.  35.5 cm  long  piece,

blade 4 cm long. Dated to the 12th century.
47. Lake Talsu Vilkumuizas, Talsu District. LVM, A. 9572:5. 56,5 cm long piece, blade 4.4

cm long. The pommel is not preserved. Dated to the 12th century.
48. Lake Talsu Vilkumuizas, Talsu District. LVM, A 8129:8. 44 cm long piece, blade 4.2 cm

wide. The lower cross-bar is not preserved. Dated to the 12th century.
References: Sturms E.1936, fig. 3:c.
49. Lake Talsu Vilkumuizas, Talsu District. LVM, A 8129:9. 71.5 cm long piece, blade 4 cm

wide. The blade has an inscription of non-ferrous metal. Dated to the 12th century.
References: Sturms E.,1936, p. 75, fig. 3:a; Anteins A.,1960, p. 20, 22, fig. 52:2, 53:2;

1964, p. 83, 84.
50. Lake Talsu Vilkumuizas, Talsu District. LVM, A 10994:
1391. Preserved as piece of cross-bar. Dated to the 12th century.
51. (35). Uzavas Silmalciems (Krauzes), Ventspils District, stray find. LVM, 7851 :1. 96 cm

long, blade 4.9 cm wide. Dated to the llth-12th century.
References: StLirms E., 1936, p. 110, fig. 4:c; Pauleen P, 1953, fig. 159; I.A 1974, table 47:14.
52. Uzavas Silmalciems (Krauzes), Ventspils District, stray find. VVM, 6309. 91  cm long,

blade 4.7 cm wide. Dated to the llth-12th century.
References: §turms E.,1936, fig. 4:a.
53. Uzavas Silmalciems (Krauzes), Ventspils District, LVM 35129. Preserved as pommel

and both hilt cross-bars. Dated to the llth-12th century.
54. (36). Varsedziai 11, §ilale District, grave 6. LNM. Preserved pommel. Dated to the 12th

Century.
55. Varsedziai  11,  §ilale District, stray find.  LNM. 28 cm long piece, blade 4.5 cm wide.

Dated to the llth-12th century.
References: Dakanis 8„ Skimelis A.,1994, p.147, fig.14.
56. Varsedziai  11,  §ilale  District,  stray find.  LNM.  Preserved as hilt pieces and a blade

fragment 16 cm long and 5 cm wide. Dated to the llth-12th century.
57. varsedzial 11, §ilale District, stray find. Preserved pommel. Dated to the llth-12th century.
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58.  Varsedziai  11,  §ilale  District,  stray find.  Preserved  pommel.  Dated to the  loth-12th
Century.

59.  Varsedziai  11,  §ilale  District,  stray find.  Preserved  pommel.  Dated to the  llth-12th
Century.

60.  (37). Verbicno,  Khmelnick area, the Ukraine, found in the cultural layer of a hillfort.
Kept at the State Museum of Archaeology in Warsaw until 1939. Preserved as 42 cm
long piece, the blade 4.5 cm wide. Dated to the llth-12th century.

References: Sarnowska W.1955, p. 318, fig. 37. Kirpicnikov A.N.1966, p. 84, 85.
61.  (38) Viltina, Kuresaare District, Saarema, Estonia. Division of Archaeological Funds

at the Estonian Institute of History 3884:3540. Preserved as lower hilt cross-bar. Dated
to the 12th-13th century.

References:  Mandel,1991, p.120, table XIl:10,
62.  (39). Zasinas, §ilale District, stray find. LNM, AR
618:41. 69 cm long piece, the blade 4.3 cm wide. Dated to the llth century.
Pleferences: Vaitkunskiene L.,1981, table LXxlll.
63.  (40). Zemai6iu Kalvarija, Tel§iai  District, stray find. ZZAM,16103. 91.5 cm  long, the

64.2:a£:i:i:mKaYvj:r:j.ap=::§tai°Di:teri:tt,tsht::;filn::nfarM,16874.preservedpommel.Dated
to the 11 th-12th century.
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Apie viena Vikingv laikotarpio baltu kalavijv tipa

VYTAUTAS KAZAKEV16I u S

Santrauka

Baltu kalavijai  per daugelj amziu  patyre nemazu  permainu,  nuejo ilga raidos
kelia nuo papras6iausiu viena§meniu didelio peilio su medine rankena pavidalo
iki ra§tuoto (Damasko) plieno dvia§meniu ginklu su puo§nia rankena, inkrustuo-
ta spalvotaisiais ir brangiaisiais metalais. Kaip prestizinis ginklas kalavijas buvc
nuolat tcbulinamas ir jo gamyboje pirmiausiai atsispindejo technologines naujo-
ves bei meniniai kalviu sugebejimai. Todel kalavijai ai§kiai rodo ir bendras vely-
vojo gelezies amziaus ginklu raidos tendencijas, padeda jas geriau suprasti.

Naujausi archeologiniai tyrimai rado, kad pla6iai paplite kalaviju tipai kaip
antai Anteniniai, T ir Z (pagal J. Petersena) yra vietines gamybos. Baltu ginklaka-

£jjukj:,£,jk#¥rtLpub#::a#::j2j,::i:jjB:R#::rasmESTrgj:#:.sT:#;st:py;#,tparE:#az;
vienas kalaviju tipas, i§rastas baltu, nagrinejama chronologija ir paplatimas.

Kalavijams bt]dingas penkiu ar net septyniu daliu buozeles ir abu siauri,
tiesos arba truputj Zemyn  lenkti variniai skersiniai  (1,10 pav.).  Rankenu orna-
menta motyvai yra unikalos, aptinkami  ne tik ginklu puo§yboje,  bet ir vietiniu
papuo§alu ornamentuose (2-7 pav.). Tik vienas kalavijas i§ Pavirvytes-Gudu, Ak-
menes raj., gelezteje turejo !ra§a (8 pav.).
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Dabar turimais duomenimis Zinomi 64 kalavijai aptikti 40 archeologijos  pa-
minklu (9 pav.).1§ ju 52 kalavijai arju dalys yra i§ baltu teritorijos. UZ baltu gyven-
tu Zemiu jie randami retai. Keletas Zinoma i§ ngru-suomiu teritorijos Latvijoje ir
Estijoje, slavu apgyventose Zemese Ukrainoi.e ir Lenkijoje, taip pat vieno kalavijo
skersinis rastas Gotlande, §vedijoje (9 pav.).

Sis kalaviju tipas archeologineje literatt]roje vadinamas jvairiai. E. §turmas
dar 1936 metais juos pavadino kur§iu kalavijais. Vokie6iu archeologas 8. von
Miulenas 1975 metais i§spausdintame darbe juos skyre „Kurliandijos" (Kurlandis-
che Swertform) tipui. Pusu tyrinetojas A. Kirpi6nikovas tuos pa6ius kalavijus ski-
ria I tipui. Juo paseke estu ginklu tyrinetojas M. Mandelis. PI Volkaite-Kulikaus-
kiene, sekdama A. Nadolskiu, i§skyre al vietin! tipa, kuriame taip pat yra ir apta-
riamieji kalavijai. Mano nuomone juos deretu vadinti kur§iu vardu, nes pagrindi-
ne paplitimo teritorija yra kuisiu gen6iu Zemes.

Pagal kapuose rastu jkapiu komplektus (11  pav.), kur§iu kalavijai datuotini
Xl-XIII a. Kur§iu kalaviju tipui artimas baltu gamybos T tipas, todel reikia manyti,
kad pastarasis ir yra T tipo tolesne raida.
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